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		HTML5 Canvas offers developers the chance to create animated graphics in ordinary web browsers using common tools: HTML and JavaScript. Canvas is one of the most visible parts of HTML5, fueling demo after demo, game after game. It offers interactivity with great visuals, and provides tremendous freedom to do whatever you want in the browser window. However, it differs enough from typical JavaScript development (as well as Flash and Silverlight development) that it needs careful exploration!

	
		No matter what platform or tools you use, the HTML5 revolution will soon change the way you build web applications, if it hasn't already. HTML5 is jam-packed with features, and there's a lot to learn. This book gets you started with the Canvas element, perhaps HTML5's most exciting feature. Learn how to build interactive multimedia applications using this element to draw, render text, manipulate images, and create animation.

	
		Whether you currently use Flash, Silverlight, or just HTML and JavaScript, you'll quickly pick up the basics. Practical examples show you how to create various games and entertainment applications with Canvas as you learn. Gain valuable experience with HTML5, and discover why leading application developers rave about this specification as the future of truly innovative web development.

		
			Create and modify 2D drawings, text, and bitmap images
	
			Incorporate and manipulate video, and add audio
	
			Build a basic framework for creating a variety of games on Canvas
	
			Use bitmaps and tile sheets to develop animated game graphics
	
			Go mobile: port Canvas applications to iPhone with PhoneGap
	
			Explore ways to use Canvas for 3D and multiplayer game applications
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Responsive Web Design with AngularJSPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the core functionalities of AngularJS, to build responsive single page applications


	About This Book

	
		Get introduced to the key features of AngularJS and understand its role in responsive design
	
		Learn various approaches for responsive web application development
	...
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Tradigital 3ds Max: A CG Animator's Guide to Applying the Classic Principles of AnimationFocal Press, 2011

	Finally bridge the gap between software-specific instruction and the world of classical animation with this easy to utilize, one-of-a-kind reference guide. With great relevance for today's digital workflows, Richard Lapidus presents innovative 3ds Max controls to the classical principles of animation like squash and stretch, anticipation,...
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Romantic Autobiography in England (The Nineteenth Century Series)Ashgate, 2009
Taking into account the popularity and variety of the genre, this collaborative volume considers a wide range of English Romantic autobiographical writers and modes, including working-class autobiography, the familiar essay, and the staged presence. In the wake of Rousseau's "Confessions", autobiography became an increasingly popular...
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Modelling with AutoCAD 2002Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002
New features in AutoCAD 2002 are covered in this book, making it a useful refresher course for anyone using AutoCAD at this level, and those upgrading to the new software release. The course is also designed to be fully relevant to anyone using other recent releases, including AutoCAD 2000.

*A self-paced learning experience introducing...
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Practical Aspects of Declarative Languages: 9th International Symposium, PADL 2007, Nice, France, January 14-15, 2007, ProceedingsSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Symposium on Practical Aspects of Declarative Languages, PADL 2007, held in Nice, France, in January 2007, colocated with POPL 2007, the Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages.
The 19 revised full papers presented together with 2 invited papers were carefully...
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Therapeutic Lipidology (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2007

	This book is an up-to-date and comprehensive reference on lipidology. It will serve as a stimulus to the reader to continue to learn about the ever changing and fascinating field of therapeutic lipidology. It will also empower readers to improve and extend the lives of the patients they so conscientiously serve.
...
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